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Abstract. In social collaborative crowdsourcing platforms, the votes which people give on the content generated by others is a very important component of
the system which seeks to find the best content through collaborative action. In
a crowdsourced innovation platform, people vote on innovations/ideas generated
by others which enables the system to synthesize the view of the crowd about
an idea. However, in many such systems gaming or vote spamming as it is commonly known is prevalent. In this paper we present a Bayesian mechanism for
weighting the actual vote given by a user to compute an effective vote which incorporates the voters history of voting and also what the crowd is thinking about
the value of the innovation. The model results into some interesting insights about
social voting systems and new avenues for gamification.
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Introduction

In collaborative and social online environments, people post inputs and other people
collaborate, comment, and vote on those inputs, resulting in a sense of what the crowd
thinks about a particular input, topic, or idea. In particular in a social innovation platform like Spigit, people post innovations or ideas and others collaborate around those
ideas to come up with the ones with the greatest perceived value. In order for such a collective intelligence platform to synthesize what the best ideas are and be able to move
those forward into actionable results for a business, it is important to have a mechanism which captures the opinion of the crowd about a specific idea. The simplest of
these is the rating/voting mechanism. Thus voting is central in any social collaborative
innovations platform.
However, it is often found that as the size of such a social system increases so does
the noise in the voting data, sometimes due to error but more often than not due to
mischievous intent. People vote-up their own ideas or their friends ideas irrespective
of what the actual perceived value of the idea may be. This leaves ample scope for
gaming the system by allowing people to artificially prop up or beat down any idea or
ideas irrespective or the true value of the idea. This is called as gaming the system. It is
defined as the phenomenon when a person or a group votes for an idea based on not the
true perceived value of the idea but rather the social relationship between the voter and
the idea generator. This is inherently harmful for the rating mechanism and therefore for
the whole system. Thus, gaming is when the true value of an idea is not a determining
factor in the number of up or down votes it receives. Gaming can happen in the context
of being untruthful about the true value of an idea. Only when a person thinks it is a
good idea but still gives a down vote in order to malign the idea creator, is it gaming.
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Conversely giving up votes to ideas generated by friends in spite of perceiving them as
bad ideas is also gaming.
But this begs the question - what is the “true” value of an idea and how do we
calculate it? It is impossible to know the value unless the idea is put into practice and
the resultant performance is measured. However that is impractical in practice and also
in theory because of the sheer number of resources required and variables involved.
Crowdsourcing is the only way to know what the value of an idea really is, i.e., by
gauging how a crowd reacts to the idea. Thus, if the crowd thinks the idea is good and a
voter votes up the idea then that vote should get a higher weight. If, however, the voter
votes the idea as bad when in fact the crowd thinks the idea is good as reflected by the
up and down votes the idea receives, then, there may be a situation where the system
is being gamed. Therefore the vote should get a lower weight. Of course there may be
cases in which the voter may truly perceive the idea to be low valued than what the
crowd thought without the intent of gaming the system. This creates a problem which
we discuss later.
In this paper we present a novel Bayesian mechanism to weigh the vote given by
a voter to compensate for the possibility of gaming or vote spamming (like giving
up/down votes to an idea without much thought only based on the social relationship).
The mechanism incorporates the voters history and the evidence about the idea i.e.
what the crowd thinks about the idea while calculating the weight. It is seen that some
interesting properties about voting emerge from the model which can be used to better
voting systems in collaborative innovation platforms and also used for gamification.
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Wisdom of crowds

An important assumption is made in the above discussion regarding the ability of the
crowd to vote for the best idea. It is often seen that aggregating the judgements of a
number of individuals often results in an estimate which is closer to the true answer
than any of the “best” individual estimates. This phenomenon called as the wisdom
of crowds (WOC) [Surowiecki 2004]. The WOC idea is currently used in several real
world applications like prediction markets [Dani et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2009], vote spam
filtering [Bian et al. 2008], image annotation, forecasting [Turner et al. 2011], decision
making and problem solving [Yi et al. 2010]. Miller et al. (2009) show that the WOC
idea is very effective finding solutions to rank ordering problems using many different
methods of vote aggregation. It has been repeatedly shown that even with a very small
population, the aggregation of solutions obtained from crowds are often better than any
individual solution.
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Gaming in crowdsourced platforms

Collaborative social innovation platforms like Spigit draw heavily on active reader engagement such as voting, reviews and commenting to improve other peoples innovations. This feedback is central to ranking and filtering high valued innovations from a
large set. Unfortunately as the number of individuals increases the quality of the feedback degrades sometimes due to noise error but many a times due to perceived personal
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profits or trolling. This is commonly called as vote spam. The phenomenon of vote
spam and methods to handle it have been research reasonably well in the recent years.
Various machine learning algorithms have been devised to tackle this problem [Bian et
al. 2008; Su et al. 2007; Jeon et al. 2006; Agichtein et al. 2008; Radlinski et al. 2006;
Immorlica et al. 2005; Mehta et al. 2007]. Most of these methods try to learn a ranking function from the voting data without preprocessing the actual votes for erroneous
votes. In our model the actual vote (V A ) is not considered as is but an effective vote
(V E ) is computed from it.
VE =p∗VA
(1)
where p is the weight of the actual vote; V A = [−1; 0; 1] and V E = [−1 : 1].
Type
1-1

up
down
one specific voter ’up’ votes a specific one specific voter ’down’ votes a speperson in a planned mutual appreciation cific person in an attempt to malign the
using each other to gain reputation re- other regardless of the quality of the
gardless of the quality of the content
content
1-many a voter always gives positive feedback a voter always gives negative feedback
to a specific group of people
to a specific group of people
many-1 a group of people try to drum up the a group of people try to malign a spereputation of a specific voter
cific voter
many-many two groups of people try to drum up two groups of people try to malign each
each others ideas
others ideas
Table 1. Types of gaming in voting systems

There are many ways in which a voting system can be gamed. According to the
WOC phenomenon the crowd always comes up with the true value of an innovation.
Therefore, in this model a vote which is against the direction in which the crowd is
voting (i.e. a vote against determining the true value of an innovation) has the potential
of being a spam vote. Therefore the weight of a vote directly depends upon what the
crowd is thinking about an idea. If the crowd thinks that the idea is good and the voter
gives it an up vote then the weight should be more. Similarly if crowd thinks it is a
bad idea and the voter gives a down vote, then the weight should be more. In general
voting with the crowd should matter more. This also prevents from gaming as the voter
simply cannot give up votes to friends ideas because if the crowd thinks that the idea is
bad then by giving it an up vote the vote is not going to be weighted a lot. Thus going
against the crowd will negatively affect the weight of the vote. Table 1 shows the types
of possible gaming in voting systems.
However a vote against the crowd doesn’t necessarily mean that the system is being gamed. For instance, what if an idea generator produces a high valued idea (which
cannot be known beforehand) and asks his/her friends to vote up the idea. Does this constitute gaming? A crowdsourcing innovation platform should encourage such behavior
in which idea generators vie for the favourable opinion of others. However, according to
our earlier definition of gaming, any voting done in the context of social relationships
rather than perceived value of an idea, is gaming. What should be done in cases like
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these? Subtle questions like these arise from the discussion, which are left to be tackled
at a future time.
In this paper a crowd is defined by the majority, which may or may not be an ideal
definition in itself. For instance, if 100 votes are cast on an innovation out of which 60
people vote the innovation as good whereas the rest 40 vote it down, then we say that
the crowd is voting the innovation as good. However, there are clearly two crowds here,
the one which votes up and the other of lesser magnitude which votes the idea down. If
this definition that the majority constitutes as the “crowd” is correct or not is a matter of
open debate. Kuncheva et al. (2003) briefly discuss this problem on the limits a majority
vote accuracy.
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Desirable characteristics of weighting model

When should the vote matter the most? Say an idea has received 97 up votes and 2
down votes. In this scenario giving it an up vote or a down vote is not going to matter a
lot. Voting with the crowd and giving it a +1 (1 up vote) only confirms what is already
known, that the crowd thinks its a good idea. Similarly, by giving it a -1 (1 down vote)
does not at all change the facts that the crowd still thinks it is a good idea by far. In a
case when the difference between the up votes and down votes is too large, the actual
vote does not matter that much and that should reflect in the effective vote.
However, not all ideas start off that way. Ideas start off by slowly accumulating
up and down votes and there are moments in the ideas lifetime when the difference
between positive and negative votes is not too much. Obviously, voting on these ideas
which are placed on such a balance is quite important and the weights for these votes
should be more. These votes help in swaying the vote on either side and therefore are
really important.
Consider this example. An idea has 50 up votes and 50 down votes. The 101st vote
is either going to tilt the vote towards a positive or tilt it towards a negative. In cases like
these, there is no clear definition of what a crowd constitutes. For example, in case of 97
up and 2 down, there is clearly a crowd, as defined by the majority which is saying that
the idea is more good than bad. However, when there are 50 ups and 50 downs there is
no clear definition of a crowd. In these cases the voting person is going to help form the
crowd either in the positive or negative. Therefore the weight of this vote should matter
more. On a side note, what makes a crowd is another interesting question which we
reserve for the future. That being said there are statistical methods for ranking which
can neutralize the effect varying voting populations like Wilson’s algorithm or other
confidence proportion rating methods.
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Factors that affect the weight of a rating

For example consider a transaction in As table,
Table 2 shows an example of transactions stored at for every person. The table stores
all the votes that the ideas generated by a person has received. For example, B has given
idea2 generated by A a vote of -1. The objective of the model is to correctly determine
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ideaId voter (ϑ) V A V E
idea1
B
1 0.98
idea1
C
1 0.8
idea2
B
-1 -0.98
idea2
C
-1 -0.8
idea2
D
1 0.6
Table 2. Example of a transaction table of person A

the weight of this vote should get after adjusting for the possibility of a spam vote by
B. The two factors which affect the weight of the vote are;
1. The history of the voter to side with the crowd
2. The evidence about the idea in terms of what the crowd thinks
Let these two be defined by events, Event C (the hypothesis) = vote with crowd.
Event I (the data/evidence about the value of the idea) = the cumulative crowd sentiment about the idea
The overall sentiment about an idea is computed as follows,
|up votes − down votes|
total votes
(2)
For example, is an idea gets 7 up votes and 3 down votes the probability that crowd
thinks its a good/bad idea is |7 − 3|/10 = 0.4. Similarly other way round if it gets 3
up votes and 7 down votes then the probability that crowd thinks its a good/bad idea is
|3 − 7|/10 = 0.4. This value captures the cumulative feeling about the idea.
Now we can compute the probability of the hypothesis i.e. voting with the crowd
given what the crowd is thinking about the idea. This probability is modeled using
Bayesian inference,
P (C) ∗ P (I|C)
p = P (C|I) =
(3)
P (I)
P (event I) = P (cumulitive sentiment about idea) =

where
1. P (C|I)=Is called as the posterior probability which we are trying to calculate. It is
called as posterior because it is calculated after taking the data into account.
2. P (C)=The prior probability. It is the prob. of the person voting with the crowd i.e.
persons history of voting for the good idea. This probability can be initialized depending upon the predefined ROLE of the node in the social network. For example,
it can be assumed that the prior of an EXPERT can be very high as he is expectedly
assumed to pick the good idea. However, the prior can be approximated upon over
time using recursive Bayesian inference.
3. P (I|C)=Is called as the likelihood i.e. the probability of the idea being a good/bad
idea given voter votes with the crowd. If the +1 votes ≥ -1 votes, then this is the
probability that crowd thinks its a good idea given voter votes +1, and vice versa
when -1 votes ≥ +1 votes.
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4. P (I)=This is the data/evidence about the idea. It is the probability that the idea is
a good/bad given voter votes with/against the crowd respectively. Therefore,
P (I) = P (I|C) ∗ P (C) + P (I| ∼ C) ∗ P (∼ C)
5.1

Scenarios

Example 1: Voting with the crowd Consider this scenario in which an expert has
a prior of voting with the crowd 0.9 and an idea gets 7 up votes and 2 down votes.
Therefore, P (C) = 0.9 and P (∼ C) = 0.1
Now, P (I|C)=is the probability that crowd thinks idea is good/bad given voter
voted with the crowd. 7 people think its a good idea whereas only 2 think is not a
good idea. So the crowd seems to think it is a good idea. So if the voter votes with the
crowd then he would give a +1 to this idea. Now, up votes are 8 and down votes are 2.
Therefore, P (I|C) = |8 − 2|/10 = 0.6
P (I| ∼ C)=is the probability that crowd thinks idea is good/bad given voter voted
against the crowd. So even though 7 people think its a good idea and only 2 people
think it is not a good idea, the voter gives a -1 siding with the minority instead of the
crowd. Now the total count of up votes is still 7 but count of down votes is 3. Therefore
now, P (I| ∼ C) = |7 − 3|/10 = 0.4
Therefore the total probability that crowd thinks idea is good/bad is,
P (I) = 0.6 ∗ 0.9 + 0.4 ∗ 0.1 = 0.58
Using Bayes theorem the probability of the hypothesis is,
P (C|I) = 0.9∗0.6
0.58 = 0.931
Thus there is a 93.1% percent chance that the person is voting with the crowd given
his history and the evidence about the idea that 7 out of 9 people think that its a good
idea. Observe that the initial probability that the voter will side with the crowd was
90%. It now increases to 93.1% since the voter votes with the crowd. Similarly if the
crowd thinks that the idea is bad as reflected by the number of down votes it receives
and it voter gives a -1 to this idea, then the weight of the vote (p) goes up to 93.1
Example 2: Voting against the crowd What if the voter votes against the crowd?
Consider that like in example 1, crowd thinks it is a good idea but the voter decided
to go against the crowd giving -1 when crowd thinks idea is good and giving +1 when
crowd thinks idea is bad. In this case P (I|C) = 0.4 and P (I| ∼ C) = 0.6. Therefore,
0.9∗0.4
P (C|I) = 0.4∗0.9+0.6∗0.1
= 0.36
0.42 = 0.8571
In both examples if the voter decides to go against the crowd weight of the vote
decreases from 90% to 85.71%.
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Simulation

Figure 1 shows the behavior of probability of the hypothesis i.e. probability of voting
with the crowd against the number of up and down votes. The simulation is set up as
follows, the number of up votes is set constant at 50 while the number of down votes
is varied from 1-100 and the prior probability of the voter voting with the crowd is
constant at 0.9. In the four sub graphs four different scenarios are created.
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Fig. 1. up/down votes versus weight of the vote

Scenarios:
1. In 1 (a) the voter votes with the crowd when up > down as well as down > up
votes. So in the first half when up = 50 and down < 50, the voter always votes
with the crowd. As it can be seen as the difference between the up and down votes
decreases, the weight of the vote starts to increase too till it reaches a maximum of
1 at up = 50 and down = 49. At this point voter votes with the crowd to make it
up = 51 and down = 49 and thus p = 1.
At the center point when up = 50 and down = 50 there is no crowd. The voters
vote is going to help create the crowd and therefore is very important. Therefore p
at this point is assumed as 1.
In the second half when up = 50 and down > 50 again it can be seen that as
the difference between the votes increases the value of p again come down from
1 to 0.9. In this part too the voter votes with the crowd always voting down since
down > up and therefore in both cases his p value does not go below the original
0.9.
2. In 1 (b) the voter first votes with the crowd till up = 50 and down < up and then
votes against the crowd when up = 50 and down > up. Again it can be seen that
while voting with the crowd the p value increases from 0.9 to 1 for up = 50 and
down = 49. At up = 50 and down = 50, there is no crowd and the voter helps
create the crowd therefore the weight of the vote is max at 1.
Now for up < down, the voter starts voting against the crowd. It means that even
though there are less up votes than down, the voter starts voting up. Consequently
at up = 50, down = 51 the voter votes against the crowd making it up = 51
and down = 51. This makes the p = 0. Intuitively it is very obvious. Before the
person voted, there was a crowd (up = 50, down = 51) but this persons vote is
neutralizing the crowd so that in the next step (up = 51, down = 51) there is no
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crowd. Thus, this persons vote is actually harmful to the process of generating a
sentiment about the idea as it neutralizes the current sentiment. Therefore the value
of p comes to 0.
It can be seen that as the difference between the up and down votes increases again
the weight of the rating beings to increase rapidly in the beginning when the difference is small but slowly afterward till it reaches the original 0.9. However since the
vote is always against the crowd it never goes beyond the original 0.9.
3. In 1 (c) the voter first votes against the crowd for up > down and then with crowd
for up < down.
While voting against the crowd it is seen that p value goes on decreasing from 0.9
as the difference between the votes decreases. For up = 50 and down = 49, the
voter votes against the crowd making it up = down = 50. This vote neutralizes
the sentiment and therefore its p value is 0.
However, in the next half when down > up the voter votes with the crowd i.e.
always gives a down vote. For up = 50 and down = 51, the voter votes with
the crowd making it up = 50 and down = 52, thus consolidating the sentiment
even more. Therefore the p value for this scenario is maximum 1. As the difference
between the votes begins to increase and the voter keeps on voting with the crowd,
the p value starts to decreases and finally reaches the original at 0.9. It does not go
below 0.9 since the voter is voting with the crowd.
4. In 1 (d) voter votes against the crowd irrespective of up > down or up < down
votes.
When up > down the voter always gives a down vote. Therefore the weight decreases from the original 0.9. This decrease in weight is more pronounced for lower
differences between up and down votes until for up = 50 and down = 40, the voter
neutralizes the vote by making it up = down = 50 and the weight jumps to 0.
Same thing happens for up = 50 and down = 51, voter votes against the crowd
making it up = down = 51 and therefore p remains at 0.
After that the crowd begins to form but since the voter is always voting against the
crowd the p values never goes beyond the original 0.9.
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The critical vote window

From figure 1 the behavior of p against voter opinion (up and down votes) can be seen.
It takes off after a certain point in the vote difference range when the opinion about the
idea is the most uncertain. When the crowd has already made up its mind about the idea
e.g. if the idea has 50 up votes and 5 down votes or 50 up and 95 down votes, the weight
of the vote does not matter too much. Since the prevalent sentiment about the idea is
already established, the new vote is not going to help sway the vote in either side. It
will either consolidate what is already known or add to the minor dissent. Either way it
is not too important.
However when the difference between the up and down votes is small in some
range, it means that the crowd has not made up its mind about the idea. There is no
exact sentiment about this idea and almost as many people like it as those who hate it.
In this scenario, if the voters vote helps in tilting the sentiment about the idea in either
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ways it is extremely important. Therefore the weight of the idea matters more. As it
can be seen from the graphs, the weight takes off towards 1 or towards 0 depending
upon whether the person votes with or against the crowd. The votes that help sway the
majority are the most important. This window of votes in which the difference between
the up and down votes is very small is called as the critical vote window shown by the
shaded portion in Figure 1. The time at which a person votes on an idea that is on the
edge is purely coincidental and random. If a person happens to vote on an idea in the
critical vote window and the person votes with the crowd then the weight of the vote
will be more and vice versa. The critical vote window can be used to project ideas which
need immediate attention or gamification by designing contests around these ideas.
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The problem of herd behavior

In this system the implicit assumption is that voting with the crowd is is equivalent to
voting for the true value of the idea. This means that if majority of the people think it
is a good idea and some voter thinks it is a bad idea and gives a -1 vote, then the voter
will be penalized for this behavior. The voter cannot view the number of up/down votes
an idea had received until after they have voted. Thus, although the voter is oblivious to
this, conformism is encouraged and independent thinking is punished in the system. We
term this as the phenomenon of herd behavior. It is a problem when a voter goes against
the crowd with no intention of gaming the system. However we also contend that this
outcome is also desirable as it appeals to the crowdsourcing aspect of a collaborative
voting system. Since the “true value” of an idea cannot be determined the problem is
fundamental and depends upon what the definition of a “good idea” exactly is. In the
herd behavior phenomenon, the talent of being able to spot a good idea among bad ideas
may be lost but what is gained is the emergence of only those ideas whose true value is
high in the face of gaming.
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Conclusion

We showed that gaming can potentially be controlled by weighting the importance a
vote gets. This weight is calculated by a simple Bayesian mechanism which incorporates the history of the voter in voting for the high valued idea and the evidence about
the idea in terms of what the crowd is thinking. This model leads to some interesting resultant observations like the existence of the critical vote window which can potentially
be employed to improve the process of voting and in designing games around voting.
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